Toyota camry 96

A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. I didn't get the truck I wanted but they gave me a 5 year newer truck that has
no rust and a near perfect body for the same price thaks east coast auto. I wanna do my car
buying with these people love the prices from other places I have talked too very fair. I would
never spend 10, on a car with a dent. I will not test drive a car from this dealership again. Very
disappointed. Great car! This dealership is very professional and ver fast to reply to my inquiry.
Thank you. I would not recommend this dealership. We purchased a car for our daughter and
have issues with the car ever since. They knew there were problems but did not say a word.
They did not even clean the car from the previous owner. They also do not offer onsite
financing. We had to drive 40 minutes to another dealership to take care of the financing. That
should have been a red flag for us. I would not buy from this dealership. Person who picked up
call knew nothing so gave me another number to call to talk to a guy who may know something
about the car. That person was short in responses. They do not do in house financing and
available on a very limited basis. I did take away that they do not offer any mechanical
inspections at all on any vehicles, buyer beware! Salesman Reggie Watson was great and sold
us the car we asked for. Customer service was on point and I recommend this dealership for
their A1 service. I had questions about a listing but when I called someone had already
purchased it. Staff was very helpful and told me about another similar vehicle that was
available. Thanks ECAS. I contacted the dealer through Car Gurus and it gave him a wrong zip
code. The dealer replied and answered most of my questions, saving me a mile trip. We are still
considering the car The Mazda pictures were incredibly misleading!! I drove 45 minutes and
missed hours from school. Very irritated! All the owners are good. This one is no exception.
Fast friendly. It was terrible I drove 4 hours to look at a truck they told me was ready and when I
got there it was in the shop and they didn't even tell me till I was there the sales man was nice
but everyone else was rude plus the truck was not good. I was promptly contacted by the dealer
who was friendly and professional. I didn't purchase from them but would seriously consider
them the next time I'm vehicle shopping. Honest right from the start. No hassle no sales pitch
and they did not make me wear a mask. This vehicle is just what I was looking for and I am very
happy with it. Didn't buy the truck I went initially to look at bought another one on that lot little
discrepancy with the price was told one price first and then another price later but other than
that I had a good experience. We Went to look at a few trucks and ended up with this one! Very
easy to deal with. Had a nice selection! The entire team at Shores Auto were incredible! Double
checked everything for me and responded quickly! Thank you for setting us up with a great
vehicle for our daughter! They emailed me, and I replied with several questions, but they never
responded again. Very nice, shared valuable info about what I should look for based on my
credit history. Due for a redesign the next year, the Toyota Camry did not change much from the
previous year. For the first time, leather seating was an option in the LE trim levels of the Camry
sedan, coupe, and wagon. The base DX version of the wagon was dropped in , leaving only the
LE. Available engines were a four-cylinder, 2. Fuel economy was about 20 to 30 mpg, depending

on the engine. The interior of all Camrys was well-designed, featuring comfortable seats, plenty
of head and foot room, and easy to reach, logically-placed control buttons. Owners of the
Camry say that the car is not much fun to drive. However, the Camry is meant to appeal to a
wide audience, and many commuters might prefer a car they don't have to think about. By , the
Toyota Camry had firmly established its reputation for reliability and longevity. We'll help you
find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Find Toyota Camry listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services
to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Read more. Why
Use CarGurus? The launch of Lexus had exceeded all expectations. The Camry and Corolla
were selling like gangbusters. Introduced to America in , the Camry from the Japanese word
kanmuri , which means crown was a large, boxy compact that blended nicely into the
background. It was boring but extremely reliable, and quickly earned a reputation as a sensible
choice. The gen2 Camry sold quite well, and Toyota intended to keep their successful
medium-priced model competitive. The Organic look was on the horizon, and Toyota wanted to
be on the leading edge. Toyota spared no expense when it came to engineering the new gen3
Camry, even using triple-sealed doors and asphalt body mounts to make the car incredibly
quiet. Power came from either a 2. Most Camrys came with an incredibly smooth-shifting four
speed automatic transmission, but a five-speed manual was available with the 2. This Camry
generation marked the introduction of the incredibly luxurious XLE, a sedan as nice as any
Lexus, as well as the sporty SE model. This generation spanned to , during which both Camry
sedan and station wagon models were available. The Camry wagon left the U. The rarest today?
A V6 XLE with leather. I wonder if any are still around. The biggest change came in The Camry
family got a new two-door coupe body style and dual airbags throughout the lineup. The
following year saw only minor changes to front and rear styling. By the party was coming to an
end. The Camry had lost much of its style and engineering excellence and complexity in the
name of cost cutting. Although some of the generation with V6 engines had issues involving
engine sludge, it maintained its reputation as a smart choice, and continued to be a best-seller
in the U. A brother in law bought a new 92 Camry V6. In , that V6 was really strong. There are
still quite a few of these on the road in the midwest. I agree with you, my grandpa had a camry
that lasted to around before he got a new camry, it was really nice to ride in and I wish he still
had it! There are still many Camry around here, so they really do last! These car are slow and
outperformed by some modern 4 cylinder engines even early as , these Camry are nothing
special. Even the slushbox of the V6 was nothing special slow lazy shifts 3. I guess a 3. The
engines of the XV10 might be nothing special, but this particular generation of Camry is known
to be the most overengineered one of any Camry. I mean how many other wagons do you know
that had two wipers on the back window? I just rememberedâ€¦the 3VZ-FE engine in the V6s
were incredibly overbuilt considering the cars they were used in. People have pushed them to
horsesâ€¦. I always thought the sedan Camry of this gen was as vanilla as they came. SoCal
also is loaded with older Camrys, some meticulously maintained, others true beaters, but all
driven on a regular basis. Countless friends bought this generation and overall they were
excellent cars. However, quite a few had to have automatic transmission replacements â€”
surprised that is not being mentioned here. I recall that for at least a couple of my friends
Toyota replaced the transmission free of charge well beyond the warranty period with no further
problems following replacement. I can only imagine what the typical mileage on the older ones
is by now. The Camry was adopted as the safest choice for long-haul commuter in CA pretty
early on. I am really liking that black XLE wagon. I frequently see a black Camry wagon of this
vintage at my local library, though it is an LE with the plastic wheel covers. Those XLE alloys
really dress these cars up! They obviously have a less than robust retention system. The only
non routine repair to the motor in miles was I had the harmonic balancer swapped out 6 months
ago. She actually had several major components fail on that car once it hit k. After putting
several thousands into it she traded it in at k for a new Mitsubishi Galant another story because
she loved the body style compared to the Camry. I have , on mine and I just put in the second
timing belt and water pump. She still runs strong as heck and starts with a quick turn of the key.
The clear-coat paint is about gone on the hood and trunk but there is only a little surface rusty
starting on the back edge of the trunk. My Camry Si auto same shape as yours does the same. It

is completely normal â€” nothing to worry about. True on the SoCal Camrysâ€¦I own a 95
leather, which above is noted as rare, though mine is mostly foam now! I have a 96 camry
wagon. Bought it with only on it in almost mint condition one owner. Paid for it. I love this car. I
still have a wagon. My folks bought it brand new in And my dad handed her down to me about
11 years ago. I see a few other wagons around where I live. Not many. But it makes me really
happy when I do. I think Volkswagen is doing exactly the same today, slipping into the
sweet-spot Toyota left years ago when they decided to cut cost and add stupid toys instead of
concentrate on really important things â€” perceived quality and decent styling. The dull, grey,
plasticky daily driver. Even back in the 80sâ€¦. VW will never have a US dealer network that will
offer the customer service to become a new-age 90s Toyoda. Lighter, more nimble in city traffic,
better visibility and almost obscenely reliable. Truth be known, I do rather like the exterior
styling of the models, particular the Alfa esque tail light treatmentâ€¦ but the interior was a
significant disappointment compared to the prior years. Just my opinion, too. I agree that the
Gen 2 was the best Camry all around and it only went down hill from there. Here in the Midwest,
the gen2 Camrys rusted a lot faster than the gen3. Still quite a few of both running around,
though. Helped mom buy a 92 Camry XLE new. At the time they were so new, they were flying
off the dealers lot. I worked for the car rental department of the local Toyota dealer at the time.
After test driving both, mom liked the 4cyl XLE the most. I remember thinking how large that car
was for such a small engine. Mom passed away in and my brother in law purchased the car from
her estate. He drove that car to just shy of , miles and was rear ended in an accident. The
unibody was bent and the insurance totalled the car. He tried very hard to keep the car but
could not. My mom and my brother in law loved that car. I was driving a Dodge Dynasty or
maybe the very futuristic Intrepid at the time. My parents, having had a great experience with a
Celica and a lousy one loved the car and the driving, but not the reliability with a Audi , replaced
the Audi with a Camry LE V6. Dull looking and super soft, compared to the Audi, but good
enough to replace it with a Camry LE V6. The V6 was plenty strong, and the steering was at
least better than the Gen 2 model. There was something about this generation, especially in the
V6 trim with the 15 inch wheels, that reminded me of the Mercedes W, or a mini Lexus â€” a
solid, understated, complete but not frilly, machine. I thought it was a tremendous value for the
money, and I thought that the Gen 4 and subsequent Camrys were a letdown after this
generation. I think the styling has held up remarkably well. Though I tend to prefer Hondas of
similar vintage, these Camrys were simply sublime in execution and operation, in a way that to
this day continues to elude the Detroit 2. Toyota has never done better than these cars.
Interesting about your Honda comments. My parents, as I mentioned above, had both 2nd gen
and 3rd gen Camrys at the same time. He went with the Accord, which seemed superior to what
we both thought was a dissapointing 3rd gen Camry. Toyota took an interesting path with its
cars around this time â€” it applied the engineering lessons learned from the nascent Lexus
brand to its more pedestrian offerings, seemingly regardless of cost. I was impressed with
1st-gen Camrys, but liked the 2nd-gen models. Hated the 3rd-gen above. The 4th-gen model?
Toyota got that right in the design dept. I felt it was the nicest-looking, most American-looking
Camry ever. Still like those, but when we checked one of those out in , we saved ourselves over
6K and bought a Stratus instead. I felt that way 41 years ago, I feel that way now. However, I do
respect themâ€¦. In my opinion, the 4th-gen cars were the worst in the design dept. Boring,
plain, vanilla, dullâ€¦these are just a few choice adjectives. Maybe a Viper. Admittedly, I was
concentrating on visual design on this thread. I felt the 4th-gen Camrys were well-balanced,
well-designed cars and their predecessors â€” well, not so much â€” they turned me off. With
me, I respond to visual appeal first, then delve deeper. Our Stratus experience was a good one.
However, it was only a bridge from the 3. The Stratus, sold in when we bought the Honda, was
the end of our Chrysler ownership experience since We paid As far as our Acclaim goes, you
may be right, but that Plymouth served us well for The 2. Not a single problem in the three years
we owned it. Boring it may be, but this is the car that put Camry some might argue Toyota on
the map, at least in the US. Before this the Camry is just another Japanese midsize sedan in a
sea of midsize sedans. They should put it in a shrine in the Toyota museum. I do think most
would agree that these Gen 3 Camrys hardly look dated today. With the Camry, especially, you
could almost trick a non-car enthusiast into thinking one was a new car if it was in really good
shape now. Very elegant. Even the wonderful Accord had a more econo-car character about it.
Hmm, I think the day is coming and may already be here. Truly a cheaper car for an IMO, anyway
poorer country. Quite right; have we reached a plateau? Is it really possible to improve on its
basic hard points? It certainly has allowed Toyota to focus on driving out the costs in it. This
Camry made Toyota a contender and set it up to dominate. This Camry was a direct response to
Taurus: aero styling, 3. I pulled up figures from Best Selling Cars Blog and did a quick graph:
what share each car had of the total of all three in US sales. Interesting the last few years of that

graph where the Ford and Toyota portions are almost mirror images of each other while the
Honda pretty much held flat. Actually you both have it wrong. This shape Camry arrived here in
with a slightly different engine and axle ratio NZ was the only market outside Japan to recieve
the new model the 92 was quite a step backwards as far as performance went as a taller axle
ratio was installed in the Australian built cars we got then to improve fuelmileage. Those
integrated 5. So while the Toyota may have been more reliable vs some other cars that came
with a high cost, from initial cost to repairs, maintenance and insurance. Eric a lot of guys are
by-passing local retailers and buying parts online these days, as even with shipping costs there
is a lot of saving to be had. In the IH world I deal with this a lot with owners that are in Europe,
parts for them are not common on the shelves over there and owners report paying exorbitant
shipping costs from the few that are willing to ship overseas. In the case of the aforementioned
FE fuel pump I was comparing what he paid through his normal local channels to online US
prices since it is almost impossible to get that pump through the normal parts store channels.
My point is that I have heard lots of examples where even shipping parts half way around the
world, they were cheaper than from a retailer here. It was a feature Toyota used on many of
there JDM offerings. On the rare occasion that I find myself behind one in traffic in the rain, the
driver never has them on. My parents had a V6 LE wagon 7 passenger , which I later bought
from them; it spent 9 years and k miles in our family including an interlude with my teenage
brother, who was very much a teenager at the time. When my mom, the original owner, passed it
along, the new Camrys were a whole different beast. I really never understood the love for
Toyota products of this era. I traveled throughout the era and I had an SC company car for part
of the time, one of my least favorite cars ever. It handled about like a new Genesis. Wherever I
went, I was issued Toyota rental cars. Man, did I hate driving those things. While it is true that
Toyota sold more coupes and GTs in the past, few of them were as much fun to drive as
German cars of the day. A friend had a loaded one almost ten years ago when a divorce caused
a lifestyle downsize. I felt bad for him when I rode in it. Everything had a GM-like looseness. The
first one I liked was a then-new IS It was too small but fantastic in every other way. My next
rental was a Camry, and it reminded me of the W E I drove on my summer job rounds in college.
It seems like there is a serious propaganda campaign to change perceptions of car makers
today, and it is getting traction. Well, German cars have become numb isolation chambers,
weighed down by gimmicky toys for spoiled children and heavy wheel and tire packages.
Meanwhile, the Japanese have closed the tactile gap while remaining as reliable and durable as
ever. In Aussie they even masqueraded as GM! I picked up the Apollo sales brochure recently
and the Lexcen and Nova brochures too. I was only a kid when Senator Button implemented his
grand plan, but reading about it in Wheels made it pretty clear he was as mad as a hatter.
Possibly more. My folks had an Gen 1 and a Gen 2, but skipped Gen 3. Too expensive. At the
time, the crappy DX he bought felt luxurious compared to our old Toyota, with features like full
cloth upholstery and wheel covers. It was the fifth generation Camry that finally matched the
Accord on price. That coincided with Hondas becoming too ugly to purchase and my Dad
switching back to Toyota. Dude, you are just showing your blatant ignorance of the car and the
automotive industry. In its day, it was considered a luxury sedan and if you look at one in
person, you will see how elegant and curved the sleek body is, especially from the side. It has a
very similar body to the Lexus LS In the camry SE sedan was competing in the same class as
the BMW 3 series and these cars cost alot of money in Ughâ€¦ so much damn ignorance
towards the automotive industry. The Camry is regarded by professionals in the industry as one
of the most revolutionary sedans ever built and has single handedly set the standard for
midsize sedan engineering and design. But I think a V6 5-speed Gen2 would be a great sleeper.
Yep, I have driven two rental Camrys, either or , neither of them impressive. The hybrid was my
first experience driving a hybrid car. I found it disconcerting that every time you accelerate from
a stop, there is a very brief, but observable, pause while the Propulsion Committee decides how
to respond to your demand for forward motion. Brake jobs, tune-ups and a new exhaust system
were about the only maintenance and repair items the car needed. It got a new windshield last
year when I was transporting a load of Trex lumber from Home Depot which went through the
windshield when I stopped short for a traffic light. It now has a problemwith the rear valve cover
leaking oil on the exhaust manifold. Now virtually every car is equipped with platinum plugs so
every mfg offers them. The one thing that is interesting is that Toyota recommended replacing
them at 60K instead of the K that everyone else recommended from the start. The entire intake
does not have to be removed to replace the valve cover gasket just the upper half needs to be
removed which only takes a few minutes to remove and a few minutes to install. Everything else
from Japan was boxy and either dull or still Japanese-quirky. GM was still a mess think Achieva
, and the Taurus was already starting to give off that aura of rental-fleet bait. They were also the
first Japanese-make cars with really effective rustproofing. The wagon was introduced several

months after the sedans. I wanted to wait till wagons were available but Mrs. MadHungarian was
not willing to tolerate the Celebrity From Hell for another week and there was real fear about
what its next expensive way to break would be. So we ended up with a nice middle of the road
LE sedan. The car was almost as quiet as it was at 80, and absolutely steady. We did not have a
problem with the transmission on that Camry. We were told that the engine mount was a
Japanese part, i. The Gen4 Camry was the beginning of the decontenting trend. That one did
blow its transmission at about K. We replaced it with a salvage yard unit, which took the car to
K, at which point we threw in the towel on that one. Most of the Gen3 Camrys I still see on the
road seem to have broken outside door handles. The widebody Camry was in NZ in Oz was still
getting the old model. We have the JDM model too its smaller. The second rarest would
probably be a 5-speed SE,. We got the power packages on the DX starting in Ehâ€¦I never liked
these all that much. What a load. We bought a Passat instead. Very interesting article Richard,
and I enjoyed reading all the comments too. I remember the gen2, as Dad was quite interested in
the wagons â€” they were nice looking at the time. Being a Ford family at the time , we stuck
with the Sierra wagon I love Sierras, so I was good with that! Toyota made a big thing about the
gen3 at launch, mainly because of its V6. Many of the narrow body ones were badged Camry
Vista. The noticeable parts shared between the narrow and wide body models were the doors.
Mind you, Toyota sorted that by importing the UK-built Avensis wagon basically a Corona by
any other name. Anyway, of them all, I reckon gen2 was the best looking, and gen3 the best
package. A grand machine; V6 version and I never hesitated taking up to the mountains [live in
Colorado] fully loaded [the car, not me] and it never balked. Because of their splendid
reputation, Toyota makes it difficult to change manufacturer affiliations and even in the case of
considering buying one of their new models. The difference from the reguler LE is noticeable
had one that got wrecked. Gas Mileage and comfort are subpar compared to a Taurus of the
same vintage where you get a V6 in the base model. I really like the 97 Camry but it is much
easier to find a vintage Taurus with lower miles for less money. BTW, the engine sludged out on
the Camry at , miles matched by the tranny going out on the Taurus at 80, miles. Both are solid
cars. My sister had a Camry LE that she purchased with 35, miles on it from the original elderly
owners in She really loved that car â€” had it until about , miles when unfortunately it started to
fall apart. My Accord was so much more enjoyable to drive! Everyone that keeps saying that the
Accord was boring never owned one, especially of that vintage. The steering on the Camry was
very loose â€” you could twirl the steering wheel with one finger. I remember the day she drove
my Accord for the first time â€” she said it felt like a sports car!! I have a V6 LE Sedan. Owned
by my grandmother since new, recently she gave it to me. Hands down the absolute epitome of
what it means to be a Toyota Camry. The quality feel of everything still astounds me. No one
can hold a candle to this kind of build quality. Great article! These were just great cars. Solid,
reliable, comfortable, and quiet. You have to buy very expensive cars now to get the same feel.
Although I think I will tackle the oil pan gasket tomorrow. I also have a 94 prism with the 1. It had
k when I bought it just turned k. It only had , miles on it. And it has a V6 and a 5 speed. Besides
normal preventative maintenance timing belt, waterpump and misc. I bought a 93 Camry wagon
from Washington, DC in since most of the local Camry wagons here in Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
were showing signs of rusting, especially around the left rear wheelwell. Now I have about k
miles on this car and hope to keep it forever. I get the oil spray rustproofing which is a big
business here. So many cars there are badly rusted. But I guess this keeps new car dealers and
body shops happy. I would buy a new one if Toyota ever made them like that again. I own the
4-cyl XLE and i love it! The Toyota Camry that I own with , miles beats them all in terms of the
workmanship and quality of design. The Camry has an excellent Aisin transmission that does
have the pings and clunks you hear on American cars when changing the shift lever. The doors
on my Camry seal so tight that water vapor sometimes condenses on the inside of the windows
overnight. Wife bought a navy 93 Camry in 95 with about 35k. It has been remarkable. Now, April
of it has k, starts every time, easily passes emissions tests and has required little maintenence.
Still lots on the road, many are losing clearcoat and wheelcovers which makes them look like
beaters. I take off the covers before trips to the tire store because the retention tabs are brittle.
The interior plastic, Esp. Paint, if garage kept and waxed has held up very well. Learn to replace
window regulators if you own oneâ€¦. My goal is to go k and give her to charity. I feel a real
connection and appreciation to this car. I just bought my second Toyota this time a Camry and
although it is much older than i had wanted it is still amazing! I love my Toyota and take care of
it like no other. When the time comes to get a new one it will be because i can afford one not
because i have to get one. This car runs great and looks like new the first owner took amazingly
good care of this car and so shall i. These cars can run forever if taken care of even half way
right. If not already, the , 96 Camry LE additions are going to be collectors items. They will
become more and more popular as time goes by. One of the very best sedans ever made, From

the drive chain, style, and interior. I am the original owner of a gen 3 Camry LE with , kms ,
miles. The car was built in Japan for the Canadian market and displays superior quality in many
areas over American built Camrys. The car receives meticulous maintenance and performs like
the day is was driven home from the dealer. Many of the people I know are on their third or
fourth car since I have owned the Camry so I think this car has also saved me a lot of money
over the years. The gen 3 Camry is destined to become one of the first truly collectible
Japanese cars. It was in very good condition all the way around. I figured I would drive it until it
falls apart, so we will see how long it goes. I am trying to keep it on the road as long as possible
with maintenance so I am trying to find the solution to this problem. If anyone has any advice
â€” Thanks in advance! Such a great car! The camry was the first car that I ever purchased. I
have such a softspot for them. They tend to last forever and this model was so popular. We still
see them driving around all over town. Great pick! I own camry V6 XLE. I feel the car interior
very luxury. Gen 3 is the best camry ever built by toyota undoubtedly. I still see these
everywhere and I still have one. A V6 LE Dark green on gray interior. Recently did a minor
overhaul and replaced all of its belts including timing, its water pump, thermostat and power
steering pump for good measure, I also did the shocks as well. It was worth every last penny. If
you are savvy with buying parts online, these can still be a great used buy, albeit with lower
mileage or an extensively documented service history. After all, these models are up there in
years. Something about that back end has always spoken to me. I remember when my
grandmother bought this thing new. My folks had always done the domestic thing. But I still
remember at 7 years old being absolutely captivated by the Camry. For some reason her and my
Grandfather had much love for the J-body Cadillacs. The had a Black one and a White one. Later
production V6 Models both. This Camry was absolutely immaculate. I still remember my first
almost tomb-like quiet ride in it. Its fit and finish blew my entire family away, but still it did not
necessarily convert us to total import-only rigidness. Personally, I can find the merits in any car
if given time. Im 28 now but I have had a good share of cars before coming back to our old
family backup. My driving career began in with a Taurus GL 3. It had punch Waterpump did it in
at k bought with k. Followed with a Taurus GL wagon 3. Too bad was actually a 69k car that
needed paint after being sunfaded in the Denver sun. Aside from the smoke and normal
maintenance items, i. I travel A LOT. Another Taurus that looked beautiful but was done in by
rust from when my Mother lived up in Ohio. The tranny went and I swapped in a used, but the
subframe was so rotted that it had to be spot-welded back on to the car. Torque converter went
20k later. You couldnt tell from the outer panels at all though. This was in I actually got a few
compliments on how nice that Taurus was. Interior was like show-room new! I also briefly drove
a Delta 88 Coupe. Now that thing was a sleeper. I beat a few mustangs and some riced out
eclipses in that old girl. She even came in whorehouse bordello red with interior to match. Light
and nimble. I wish I could find another of those Oldsmobiles. Nice car, but nothing like the good
old days of Toyota fatness. The 3vz-FE is one of the most remarkably smooth engines I have
ever felt in a regular midsize sedan and its even more of a marvel of how quality it feels after
almost 23 years on the road. The car still pleases immensely with is soft smooth v6 and soft
ride. If cared for properly, this car will last you damn there as long as any W Merc out there.
These were something special. Especially the interiors. Gen 4 Camry interiors feel very cheap to
me compared to the Gen 3. Especially the seats. This is a perfectly serviceable machineâ€¦. Oh
and this car spent all of its life in Texas up until El Paso. Not a lick of rust anywhere. Interior a
bit faded but still not bad at all. Really, what is it with Camry rear bumpers? It seems like the
tiniest love tap caves them in like that. Has anyone tried removing the bumper cover and just
popping it back out from inside? I havent owned a gen 4 but if I ever do and if it has that issue I
would probably attempt to pop it out. Although im sure the pain in that area would be done for
lol. Had a few friends who have had them over the years Gen 4. None of them ever had that
bumper problem but they all had the power window switch that could hardly stay within the
door panel as well as the annoying rear cup holders that break. I liked they styling of the gen 4
when it first came out and I think it has held up about as well as gen 3 over the years. I have a 92
4 cyl and I drive it hard but it just keeps being totally reliable. It has k and you would never know
it. Camry LE 4 cyl. Looks alot like the one shown above, except no spoiler. Hardly any of the
2-door models they made this year came with a horse 4 cyl. A very nice car indeed, it has
impressed me thus far! Awesome first car. I know that this thread is over two years old at this
point, but I came across it when I was looking up stuff about my car. I really do love this car.
Since then I have replaced both headlights. And have had it hit by some jerk in a parking lot,
which left lots of scratches. But it still looks just as amazing as when I got it. And durable. And
pretty quick for a 90s car. This Camry will definitely be the best and most sentimental car I will
ever own. I still have a 92 Camry LE I bought new. It was difficult to find one without a sunroof
so I could fit. It is a US built model. Still a great car but has required some maintenance. Air

conditioning replaced, 2 replacement radiators, all of the seals that keep oil in the engine
instead of on the exhaust pipes, plastic door handles inside and outside , stereo, etc. Now after
only 24 years in the sun, the paint is falling off. Still quiet and powerful and it gets good gas
mileage as a commuter. When I was a boy, my parents had three Toyota Camrys. The first was a
Toyota Camry. The second Camry was a Camry V6. Unfortunately this type of car falls in the
noncollectable classic car class, becacome grocery getter status symbol. Back in October of I
was looking around for a decent used beater at a reasonable price. I went to a garage in the
town I live in and the owner showed me a Camry LE that someone had brought in and traded for
a newer used car. One spin around town was all it took to convince me to buy it. The engine
runs fantastic, and it burns absolutely no oil. The tranny also shifts smoothly and surely. This
car will cruise at 75 MPH all day long without a hitch or a hiccup. Another thing I noticed is how
cavernous the trunk is â€” perfect for transporting a dead body around just kidding! All in all a
great car, even after 22 years. With some TLC and routine maintenance I expect to keep this car
for at least another five years or more. If you find one, buy it, no matter how it looks. I have to
disagree with some of the posters here. I have a Camry LE and have loved that car from the day
I first saw it. I consider the design of the vehicle to be understated and tasteful. After looking
around at new cars for a year, and seriously considering only a Subaru, I have decided to
attempt to make this vehicle last whatever time I have left on this plane. My 92 never had a
problem in the snow. I never even used snow tires. This also could be to driving experience.
You want to be able to steer when you start to slide. I picked up a used Camry wagon in , really
clean shape with , miles, as the cheap mountain bike hauler. Besides oil changes, replaced
brake rotors and pads, and 1 set of tires so far. The very versatile car indeed. It currently leaks a
fair amount of oil, could also use a timing belt change last recorded change at 75, miles. The
check engine light mysteriously appears every few months, but always goes out after a few
hours at most. It appears to be the self healing car. Though in this day and age, dirt cheap to
keep transportation rolling. O bought mine in Ot was a showroom car and had only miles on it
then due to transport from shows and shipping. I lugged 3 kids in it for 15 years to school and
games then played chauffeur uo until It then had the anttenna up while going through a
carwash.. Im thinking of getting a mechanic to gove me an estimate. So thanks for sharing the
basic problens like new tires and belts that im sure ill need to change too.. Almost a year of
ownership and not a single problem although I do need to do some maintenance such as brakes
and a coolant flush. I have a Camry with 90, original owner miles. It is also a very good looking
car as well, imho, much better looking than the new models which are designed to appeal more
to kids.. Now in upstate NY, open roads are common, but they are very hilly, so that plays into
gas mileage. Wow, I just noticed I posted most of this stuff here once before.. Never considered
a six for this car, and never needed one, either. Trying to sell it. The car drives fabulously for its
time. The funny part is these youngsters have no idea what kind of a vehicle this is and how
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